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Over 1,500 aircraft models all based on real-world
plans Various scenery: airports, cities and
mountaintops Beautiful weather options including real-
world cloud and sunset options Comic-style IFR
visuals Dynamic textures and bump maps Polygons
and fully dynamic lighting Optional Dead Reckoning
for easier flying Comprehensive Tutorials: 4 levels
covering ground handling, taxiing, take off, approach
and landing Fully functional and customizable ground
equipment including chocks and tie-downs Fully
customizable environment, including custom
paintjobs Cockpit and panel textures Seat belts and
seat adjusters Custom panel system with real-time
state saving and loading Aircraft refueling and refilling
systems Over 40 realistic and detailed liveries Over
150 sounds Over 500,000 square kilometers of
coastline (18,000 square miles) Fully functional and
customizable flight dynamics for a broad variety of
aircraft Dynamic weather options including realistic
cloud and fog You can find a screenshot tour of the
cockpit on our Youtube Channel! PA28-181 Archer III
is our first add-on for FSX and Steam: It includes: - A
brand new aircraft (based on the real aircraft) - A
detailed cockpit and panel with authentic cockpit
instruments and many additional features and options
to customise the aircraft - A complete ground
equipment with seats, cockpit chocks and tie-downs -
A complete interior - A manual - Over 1,500 aircraft
plans to use with the aircraft - 4 liveries with a total of
30 colors (2 cabin, 2 tail and 1 door) - Dynamic
weather options such as cloud, fog and rain - Over 50
sounds - Aircraft refueling and refilling systems - A
flight dynamics model that is very similar to real
aircraft. Feel the difference flying in FSX. The aircraft
is also equipped with the following features: - Fully
customizable cockpit instruments including a drink
dispenser and a FAAS system - Two engine gauges,
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fuel/oil gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel flow gauge,
fuel pressure gauge and speed gauge - AC failsafe
feature - Cockpit-to-cockpit intercom - Ground
installations including a standard ECM, primary and
secondary radar - A HUD with secondary synthetic
vision - Electronic flight bag - Optional engine cowling
and livery options - Datalink and ADS-B PA28-181
Archer III is our first add-on for FSX
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Zula Global Features Key:
Welcome to the new world! - Be the first to explore a new planet with the power
of a Cardinal Warrior, find valuable items and treasure to build the best home
possible!
Collect epic weapons, new vehicles and new upgrades to match the strong
warriors that will not run away from battle!
Play and enjoy the low-fi graphics, one of the most enjoyable environments of this
year!
Explore the story of your exploration. Find story pages that feed back into the
story and interact with the main character.
Listen to music from the new soundtrack.
Receive comments on your photo in Abomi Nation comment section.
Report your experience using the game to rate your game.
Share your experience with your friends.

This is the soundtrack but installed in your game just like all the
other parts of the game, so you can listen directly within the
game.

Enjoy the music as you're playing the game, randomly from music you've loaded into the
game, and every time the game remembers what you've set as your default audio track.

Having access to the audio track in-game will keep you playing longer and stay immersed
into the full experience. the tune you’re playing is also connected to your player's
progress in the game, how you rank in-game communities, and the locations you visit.

Developer and copyright:

Yoozoo Studio, 2015 -KOOKO ALLSOU! STUDIO
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ABI: Android

Android

4.0.3 or higher

The application requires about 8 MB of free space and is optimized for phones.
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